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What do we actually mean by ‘scale’? 
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What do we actually mean by ‘scale’? 

• Measurement scale – extent and resolution
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What do we actually mean by ‘scale’? 

• Measurement scale – extent and resolution

• Can equally apply to time as space
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What do we actually mean by scale?

• Phenomenological scale
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What do we actually mean by scale?

• Phenomenological scale

• These are (usually) different from the scale at which 
landscapes are managed
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Miguet et al. 2016, Landscape Ecology



Why scale is an issue?

• The Modifiable Areal Unit Problem (MAUP)

– patterns and therefore processes observed at one scale 
will vary depending on the scale of observation

– also statistical relationships and inference will vary
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Why scale is an issue?

• The Modifiable Areal Unit Problem (MAUP)

– patterns and therefore processes observed at one scale 
will vary depending on the scale of observation

– also statistical relationships and inference will vary

– This is a problem for one variable;  it is an even bigger 
deal if modelling landscape decision trade-offs

Trade-off                            Synergy   8



Why scale is an issue?

• Given the MAUP, changing spatial scale (upscaling or 
downscaling the spatial resolution) is tricky
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Why scale is an issue?

• Given the MAUP, changing spatial scale (upscaling or 
downscaling the spatial resolution) is tricky

• However, moving between scales is necessary as we are 
interested in managing things in landscapes that operate at 
different scales, and that are driven by processes that 

operate at different scales.  
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Key research priorities on scale 

• Short term (2 – 5 years)

• Medium term (2 – 5 years)

• Longer term (5 – 10 years
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Short term  - using data cubes
• Data cubes are becoming increasingly available, particularly 

for remote sensing data
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Short term  - using data cubes
• Data cubes are becoming increasingly available, particularly 

for remote sensing data

• This increasingly enables causal insights, e.g. into drivers of 
land use change
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Curtis et al. 2018, Science



Short term –using data cubes

• New mathematical tools could help to further derive causal 
insights from data cubes (e.g. Dominant Frequency State 

Analysis)
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Medium term – developing theory
• Upscaling and downscaling well requires rigorous theory 

around scale

• Such theory this is largely still lacking for landscape 
decisions
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Medium term – developing theory
• Upscaling and downscaling well requires rigorous theory 

around scale

• Such theory this is largely still lacking for landscape 
decisions

• Could extend recent work from biodiversity
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Medium term – developing theory

• Spatial fusion approaches that link point data with gridded 
continuous surface data (i.e. Bayesian melding) are 

frequently used in air quality modelling

• Could such approaches be used for upscaling and 
downscaling biodiversity (and other land services)?
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Fuentes & Rafferty, 

Biometrics, 2005



Medium term – developing theory
• Can theory from climate science by applied to landscape 

decisions?
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Medium term – developing theory
• Can theory from climate science by applied to landscape 

decisions?

• Can ideas of tipping points apply to landscapes?
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Medium term – developing theory
• A fundamental understanding of why certain processes 

operate at certain (spatial or temporal) scales remains 

lacking
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Medium term – developing theory
• A fundamental understanding of why certain processes 

operate at certain (spatial or temporal) scales remains 

lacking

• Scale and movement are inherently linked

• Can mathematical models of dispersal provide a more 

mechanistic way to understand scale disconnects in 
landscape decisions?
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Chapman et al 2017 Global Ecology & Biogeography



Long term –parsimonious general models

• An understanding of scale and key drivers of landscape 
change could lead to minimally complex (and 

computationally efficient) spatio-temporal models

• If these can emulate observed patterns, and show predictive 
power, this would be extremely powerful
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Long term –parsimonious general models

• An understanding of scale and key drivers of landscape 
change could lead to minimally complex (and 

computationally efficient) spatio-temporal models

• If these can emulate observed patterns, and show predictive 
power, this would be extremely powerful

• Such ideas have been explored in simple savanna systems 
using maximum entropy
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